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Two distinct code points:

DECIMAL SEPARATOR and FULL STOP
Dario Schiavon, 2017-09-08

Introduction
Unicode, being an extension of ASCII, inherited a great historical mistake, namely the use of the
same code point for characters that sometimes are visually identical (or near-identical) but have
completely different meanings.
One example is HYPHEN-MINUS (U+002D), '-', which since the very beginning has been used as
both a word separator (i.e., a hyphen, as in "bad-tempered") and a mathematical symbol (i.e., the
minus sign, as in "2 - 1"). This problem was recognized by the Unicode committee, which decided
to keep the ambiguous ASCII code point, but also added two new code points with the more specific meanings: HYPHEN (U+2010), '‐', and MINUS SIGN (U+2212), '−'.
Now, this solution does not go all the way through, because the minus sign also has multiple meanings in the mathematical domain itself (it can be used as a prefix operator, "−1", denoting opposite numbers, or as a binary infix operator, "2 − 1", denoting subtraction). But at least the ambiguity
stays within mathematics and does not cross multiple incorrelated domains such as mathematics and
English orthography.
Another character with a double meaning is FULL STOP (U+002E). This one is used in the western
scripts (and surely many other scripts as well) to mark the end of a sentence. But it is also used in
mathematics as a decimal point (as in "1.2" being one plus two-tenths).

Proposal
I hereby propose, for consistency reasons but not only (see below), to rename the U+002E code point as "FULL STOP-DECIMAL SEPARATOR" (as an acknowledgement of the double use that it
has enjoyed until today) and to add two new code points with the more specific meanings:
•
FULL STOP
•
DECIMAL SEPARATOR
The code points could be added in the General Punctuation block (in which there still is 1 unassigned code point) or the Supplemental Punctuation block (in which there are 74 unassigned). To promote the use of these code points, they definitely need to be in the basic multilingual plane.
Note that there are no new glyphs introduced by this proposal, yet. However, once the two functions
of the period are distinguished, typeface designers may want to produce small variations between
the two, so that they better fit in their contexts are so that careful users may distinguish them by eye.
Given that the great majority of the people in the world commonly use full stops and decimal numbers, the proposed code points would enjoy a world-wide user base.
The distinction between the two meanings of the period is not novel, as Unicode already does so in
Arabic block (where the visual difference between the two characters may be more evident):
•
ARABIC FULL STOP (U+06D4), ''۔
•
ARABIC DECIMAL SEPARATOR (U+066B), '٫'
NB: To those that may not know: the numerals used in the middle East are different from ours. Since our numerals are sometimes called Arabic numerals, theirs may be called Eastern-Arabic numerals to convey the distinction.

Why this is useful
If these new code points are added to Unicode and become actively used in place of the obsolete
ASCII code point, it would lead to the following advantages:
1. Computers will be able to distinguish the meaning of the character unambiguously,
2. Users could be shown different graphemes that may be more appropriate for the context or
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the locale. For example, the full stop might have some extra space added after it (just like
professional word processors like LaTeX already do). But more importantly, the decimal separator could be shown as a period to some users and as a comma to other users, according
to what is appropriate in their locale. This is an important thing, so let me elaborate further.

Decimal separators in the world
The world is divided on whether the decimal separator should be a period or a comma. The use of a
period is prevalent in countries that have been part of the British commonwealth, and yet some
more (like China). The comma, instead, is generally used in almost all other countries (with the
exception of some Arabic countries, Iran and Afghanistan). This is shown very clearly in Figure 1.
The diffusion of computers and American culture all over the world has the effect to change the habits of some categories of people, such as computer programmers and scientists, into using periods
even in countries where this is not customary, but this fact is irrelevant and cannot be used as an
excuse to force the use of periods to other cultures.
Has it ever happened to you to try to load a CSV file is Excel and having it fail because of the
wrong locale settings? Or to see a computer program that requires to use commas in one place and
periods in others? If not, then you most probably live in a country that does not use commas as decimal separators. To all the others, this leads to frustrations and even more ambiguity.
The dedicated decimal separator proposed here can help this situation. Being appropriately recognized by the software as a decimal separator, it can be displayed in accordance to the locale of the surrounding text: as a period in English text, as a comma in Italian text, and so on. Therefore, on the
very same computer, you could read "It costs $1.20" and "Costa $1,20", even though the decimal
separator has the same Unicode code point, and it would change from one representation to the
other as you copy-paste it from the English text to the Italian text and vice-versa.
The use of locale-dependent representations is not a novelty either. Since a long time, for example,
Microsoft Word automatically changes your quote signs into what is appropriate for the locale in
which you are writing (see the "Quotation mark" page on Wikipedia for more information about the
different quoting styles in the world). Admittedly, in this particular case, Word is transparently replacing the code points. But even then, there are already cases where the very same Unicode code
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point is visualized differently in different locales. For example, in Rumenia the 's' and 't' with cedilla
('ş' and 'ţ') are visualized as 's' and 't' with an underlying comma ('ș' and 'ț'), because this is the current custom in that country. This work is often done automatically by the software libraries used for
text rendering, like Pango and Harfbuzz, so that all software based on those libraries behave correctly even out of the knowledge of their programmers.
Finally, one may wonder whether DECIMAL SEPARATOR should be displayed as an Arabic decimal separator in the Arabic locale. My opinion is that it shouldn't, because the Arabic locale already
has digits with different graphemes and different code points, and already has a dedicated code point for the decimal separator, too. The two sets should not be mixed: one should use ARABIC DECIMAL SEPARATOR (U+066B) between Eastern-Arabic digits (٠١٢٣٤٫٥٦٧٨٩), but DECIMAL
SEPARATOR between "our" Arabic digits (01234.56789).

Other characters that may be suitable for inclusion
Until now, I kept focused on the necessity to distinguish the decimal separator from the other uses
of the period. However, even the orthographic full stop is sometimes used for other things than marking the end of the sentence. For example, it is used for abbreviations and acronyms, such as "prof."
and "U.S.A." Therefore, it could make sense to add at least one more code point, ABBREVIATION
SIGN. Word processors would then be free to treat these periods differently than full stops. Abbreviating periods, for example, do not need any whitespace after them, so word processors should not
add whitespace against the expectations of the user.
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